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About This Game

Bard to the Future is a side scrolling 2D platformer which follows a medieval battlebard as he finds a time machine, meets two
LARPers and ends up in a race against a time travelling cyborg pirate to discover a lost treasure.

Players will have to jump and powerslide through several time periods to complete the journey. Each time period brings new
environmental factors, unique enemies and varying difficulty - from the slippery grounds of the Ice Age to the resurrected

mummies of Ancient Egypt.

Enjoy Bard to the Future's unique sound track, immersive story and lovable characters in a comical Story Mode adventure - or
try a speedy play-through in Time Trial mode.

Features

Story Mode - spanning 7 time periods and 26 levels!

Time Trial Mode across all levels!

Challenging Boss fights!

Steam Cloud Save

Original Soundtrack and voice work!
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bard to the future

Diner-Dash with zombies. Classy!. the game is constantly crashing
dear developers please fix it. If you like difficult puzzle games, then this game is for you. I'm an hour in as of writing this
review and have probably only gotten 1\/4 of the way through my first island.

The game does a fantastic job of teaching you the rules and then letting you figure out the puzzles on your own. It doesn't get in
your way, just lets you experiment with the puzzles quickly (thanks to the undo and restart mechanics) and figure them out on
your own. There are only a handful of actual puzzle mechanics but the way they are combined make for some extremely
challenging puzzles.. Excelent mode. Amazing puzzles. I recommend it.. I was not sure of getting this game since I had some
credit left and just needed a few dollars to cover the rest of the cost. But after playing it a while, it seemed like a neat idea. But
then it gotten pretty boring. You are extremely limited to what you can actually make in the game with a very limited about of
combinations to make new elements. Plus it is hard as heck to even figure out how to make sure elements without using hints. I
was tempted to use Gamefaqs or youtube videos to find the combinations, but that would have take the "fun" out of the game. It
is almost required to find the combos on the internet to make any progress.

Sadly I only got far enough to get to the artifacts parts and it seems you need the right elements to make them. Not sure if the
game would have gotten better if I found more elements, but I have a slight feeling it would have barely gotten any better.

Plus once you start gathering the elements, you can't really do much with them other then solve future puzzles. I wish you would
have been able to help build your own civilation, help the people futher themselves, maybe do quests or help a person or group
on a epic quest adventure. Sadly you can't do that. I think that would of made the game more fun. Plus it would have helped if
you can make your own fairly custom things like some different technology, creatures, etc, that would have been pretty fun.

So sadly I would not recommend the game. But what I suggest could be a great game that could be started on Kickstarter or
something. If anyone ever gets interested in the idea, let me know and make sure I get credit or something out of it.. This game
is a work of art. It is one of the best games of our generation. I play this game professionally and am writing this review in hopes
of bringing more new people to the scene!

10/10 A++ so hot I would fry an egg. If you love games such as R-type, Gradius and other old school shooters this one is right
up your alley. This game has me in awe. Congratulations to Suminell Studios. I will certainly keep my eyes peeled for their past
and future work!. I got bord with it pretty quick with this, but there is a game here its just not interesting enough to keep me
playing it.
If you like repetitive puzzles and no story what so ever then here you go this game is for you,
but i might be a bit to harsh, i dont know but i did not relly enjoy it.
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Disclaimer: A review copy was provided to us by Kiss Ltd so we could write our review.

Hello everybody, Shaun Meyers here to bring you a short summary of our latest review for Alekhine's Gun by Maximum Games
and Kiss Ltd. If you'd like to read our full review, you can find it on our main site here: 
https://www.universalgamingreviews.com/alekhines-gun-overview-and-review/

Alekhine's Gun is a fairly low budget stealth based game inspired by the Hitman franchise with some slight inspiration from
classic Splinter Cell as well. Originally meant to be Death to Spies 3, Alekhine's Gun follows a KGB agent named Semyon
Strogov on various missions through 11 locations as he combats various enemy factions ranging from the the mob to Nazi
forces.

The game is widely open ended and each level offers numerous ways to complete each mission. You can choose to go in guns
blazing or you can choose to take the stealthy approach. You can also choose to disguise yourself as enemy troops and make
your way past enemy checkpoints with ease as long as you don't attract attention to yourself.

The level design is pretty good and I enjoyed playing them, I died numerous times in the beginning due to being rusty at stealth
games but once I got the hang of things again it became much easier to take out opponents and complete objectives.

The game may not have high production qualities like the games that it's inspired by but if you're looking for a new, Hitman-
esque game to play then Alekhine's Gun is worth looking into as long as you can get past the poor voice over quality and weak
cutscenes. Gameplay wise it's quite fun.

Thanks for taking the time to read our summary (and the full review) folks, until next time, happy gaming!

-Shaun Meyers (Kyo Akiara) out!

Our Gameplay Video:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5dzxKi8dUQ. pretty fun game, wish there was more games that allow you to just be part of
the world instead of controlling it all. AKA let AI do its thing building stuff and I can simply participate or do my own thing. I
think it's better than i thought, well some people will call it cheaper or copy version of Clicker Heroes, well tbh that's true but i
never play Clicker heroes before and go straight to this, even if i play Clicker heroes before maybe i still want to play this,
honestly i don't care about copy or somewhat, if you like Ragnarok and kinda wanna feel nostalgic feeling just try it, if you
already play clicker heroes and prefer that one, i won't recommended this game, i just think this game was created for people
who wanna enjoy the feeling of nostalgic of Ragnarok, it's not that hard and just have fun rekt some boss which is perhaps you
can't beat it in the normal Ragnarok game, lol. I love the idea of this, but it has a way to go before it can be recommended for
Oculus Rift.

Movement (teleportation) is weird/awkward, and always activates the haptic feedback "buzzer", draining your controller's
battery life.

Worse, there appears to be no way to change your facing. Did you notice that statue looming over your left shoulder? Too bad
there's no way to turn around and look at it.. PROS:

128 tick servers

Less Cheaters

Cons:

The support system doesn't care if you face a smurf, scammer, unbelievably toxic or w/e aslong as they are paying customers
they can stay.

The kick system is a joke you can't kick someone unless they aren't "at a competitive level" which means you get a 3 day ban if
they report you for kicking them.
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Ranking system is only based on win/loss if you have bad teammates but are dropping a 40 bomb, you can still derank.
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